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Using Science to Light Your Soul on Fire. (So
that you stop limiting your Money, Love, and
Purpose.)

Tom McCarthy interviewing
Jaramy Eugene Wilson

Tom McCarthy
My next guest, I am really excited to introduce everybody to, he's somebody that has
become a great friend, actually within the past year. So, we didn't even know each other a
year ago and now it feel like he's a brother of mine, a younger brother, I'm much older than
him, but someone that I've really grown close to, he's helped me with a lot of things with
my new book launch, he was very instrumental in helping me with that, to get it out. And
so many other things that he's actually guided me on. So I'm excited to introduce him to all
you. Jaramy Eugene Wilson is somebody who coaches some truly influential people and
he's helped a lot of big names, we're not gonna mention 'em here, but a lot of big names
really launched their careers with books and all sorts of appearances and speaking
engagements. But he's also someone who is truly living from his soul. And that's a huge
passion of his, and that's why I have him here today is because coming from your soul and
really using that soul power that we all have is a way to heal, it's a way to do great things in
your life. So, Jaramy is gonna be talking to us about a few concepts here. He's gonna be
talking about soul science, which I'm excited to learn. We've had some conversations, but
I'm excited to learn more about that. He's also gonna be talking about something he calls
the age of intuition, which is really cool. I'm a huge believer in intuition. I think the super
conscious and the super conscious ability to reach out beyond our beings provides us with
information, but most people don't know how to tap into it. So, Jaramy's probably gonna
share some ideas with us on that. And then also something he calls genetic personality
systems. So again, I can't wait to dig in and learn from you young man, but welcome, great
having you here.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Thank you for having me, Tom. And I'm really excited to share this science to help light the
souls on fire of your listeners. This is what I've found to be some of the most crucial
information in my own life and the people I share it with to help people stop limiting
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themselves from the amount of wealth, the amount of love, the amount of purpose they
get to express and experience in the world. And so the first thing you mentioned, soul
science, we're gonna talk about it. That sounds almost like a dichotomy or an oxymoron,
but there is a science behind this electrical aspect of our beingness and I'm looking forward
to sharing that today, the age of intuition, whether you believe in intuition or not, most
people have developed what I like to call a nose that knows in the modern world and I'm
gonna share how that can massively increase your ability to protect yourself in this world
where now we have so much stimulation and so much going on and very quickly turn off
some of the noise so that you can make decisions with more harmony and more peace.
And that last piece, genetic personality systems, as a businessman, as a father, somebody
who loves people, I've found it to be one of the most empowering sets of information and
truth that allows you to understand your differences and accept and acknowledge how to
operate uniquely as you and in synergy and create more interdependence with the people
that matter most to you. So, this first point, let me just share maybe a little bit about myself.
I grew up.

Tom McCarthy
What I'd like you to do actually is share a little bit about yourself. So, one of the things that I
found really interesting about you is you had, I think, two near death experiences. So, how
did you, tell us how you became you and you can see Jaramy is an original, he is very
comfortable in his skin and he'll even explain like he uses his middle name too, Jaramy
Eugene Wilson, he says that almost like we all say our first names, but take us through a
little bit of your development into who you've become.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, thank you so much for that opportunity, Tom. Jaramy Eugene Wilson, that's who I am,
that was the name on my birth certificate, that was the idea my parents somehow filtered
through their consciousness that they labeled me as, and I'm proud to be Jaramy Eugene
Wilson, and for a long time where I grew up in Montana, I wasn't. I grew up not obsessed
with human behavior. I grew up without a passion to study the soul. And you mentioned a
couple things that prompted that, but I think the big thing is understanding, I grew up in
Montana and without making any stereotypes, I love the place, but it was John Wayne
culture, right? Growing up as a male with empathy and emotion, I learned quickly that
those weren't valued strengths in my community.
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Tom McCarthy
Not a lot of role models around for you to look at in Montana.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Exactly, at least not a lot of spiritually evolved ones.

Tom McCarthy
Well, not meant role models that had empathy.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Exactly, exactly. The role models I had. It was all about physical, pain tolerance. So, I learned
quickly to compartmentalize the different parts of myself, to be a different person around
different people, different personality around teachers or parents or other men. And I lost
touch with that part of myself that wanted to be one person, wanted to be authentic and
not have to filter myself and be able to express my intentions. So, I very quickly at a young
age started to see that I was different. And I didn't like the feeling of having to become
someone else than who I was, to be able to be accepted, acknowledged and fit in and that
led me to just having this little inspiration as a child. And ultimately you mentioned it, I had
some near death experiences. I drowned, my father was in a blind stupor drinking when I
was a child and drove off a cliff into a lake. And that experience was a blessing because
although I was revived, I spent 11 days in a hospital learning how to re-walk and learning
how to breathe functionally again. And in that experience, I witnessed all of my inner
dialogue, all of my thoughts, the victimhood and the optimism, and that battle between
limitation and curiosity and that's where it really started for me. It started in being able to
understand that beyond what we see with our eyes that you can feel life, you can feel the
expression of energy that we both experience in ourselves and from others. And that
started a journey for me to want to explore more, to learn more about our existence. It
started an existential passion for me that led to my obsession with human behavior, that
led me into mastering sales and marketing and branding and systems which ultimately,
Tom, we know money doesn't typically make people happy. And once I found that, it led me
to the next level of wanting to really be able to provide this to other people because I was
able to master some amazing things that allowed me amazing relationship skills and
communication skills, and the ability to express empathy and care that inspired people to
wanna follow me and me to lead them successfully. However, it didn't really ultimately
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make me happy and I still felt a little different, I still felt broken. And although I died and
was revived young, and I was aware of these ultra sensory perceptions and intuition in this
inner world, that it was witnessing inside myself, some common themes I was able to break
through in my own life. I've seen other people after consulting with almost 15,000
entrepreneurs, I saw these patterns. It didn't matter if I was coaching on relationships, you
know, personal confidence, speaking, or any level of business, I found that there was these
common three themes that one, none of us are broken, even though we're constantly
comparing and judging ourselves to other people. Second, that we're not crazy. That our
values sometimes don't align with those in our community and the majority around us and
that it's okay to be integral. It's okay to live in the truth and to care and wanna be whole.
And the third one that I'll share, and then we'll keep this moving forward is that you're not
just human, that beyond your thoughts and beyond your feelings and beyond all the
happenings of stimulation inside this sensory meat sack we live in that we are truly a divine
instrument that only exists in the present always in all ways, perfect, beyond our
perceptions. And that might sound like woo-woo talk to most people, but when I say we
have a soul, we are an electrical voltage machine. And that voltage, that electricity, that
consciousness, that energy influences and transfers to other people, and it affects either the
upside of our life or the down side of our life. And so it doesn't matter whether it's business
or in our personal lives, I found that it's this inner world that influences and governs almost
all of our life experience, the way we feel, the amount of money we make, the amount of
love we get exchange with others and the fulfillment and impact we have in solving
problems in the world, Tom.

Tom McCarthy
Yeah, that's awesome. And I think your message is very important to this group because
people coming to the Global Energy Healing Summit typically are people that feel a little
bit different and not everybody around them is thinking the way that they do about energy
or healing or whatever it might be. And so this is really, I think you're speaking their
language and actually making them feel a little bit more okay. I know growing up, I had the
same experience. I grew up around an army base. And so while they were incredible
human beings, they weren't the kind that you and I are now in terms of empathy and
coming from the heart and seeing ourselves as more than just this human form that we're
living in as we're on this planet earth. And yeah, so really cool, I love that. So, what is soul
science? Let's talk a little bit about that and how did you get into soul science and exploring
that, and you've got a brand called Souldiers, S-O-U-Ldiers, which I'm really excited about, I
know you've got some books that'll be coming out. I think either towards the end of this
year or next year that everyone needs to be on the watch for, but talk about soul science.
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Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, you know what? Thank you for that, Tom, soul science is my favorite topic. And before
I do, let me just pre reframe a little bit of this. In the world of business or in the world of self
development, Bob Proctor just transferred on to the next level of life and a lot of his
teachings had to do with identity, right? And so much of the way we show up in life to how
our performance, the way we've affect our outer environment, our identity either limits or
empowers us in our roles, our roles as a human, as a father, as a mother, as a son, as a
partner. And so a lot of our stimulation in our head, a lot of our thoughts, a lot of our
electrical energy, that soul that's inside of us is over on the left side of our head. And it's
oftentimes answering the question of who am I and who am I in relation to my identity in
effect of those roles? And so before I talk about soul science, I just wanna anchor this
concept that the most important aspect before we get into soul science is recognizing this
concept of soul, not just as some cute woo-woo theory, but rather than asking the question
of who am I, am I a good dad, a bad dad? Am I a good, we're always measuring our actions
against those roles and so it can limit our ability to break through and take new actions,
create new behaviors. And so the correct question is what am I instead of who am I. And
when you ask that question, what am I, it allows our mind, our evidence side of our brain to
see the facts that we are electrical and that we inhabit this vehicle and have influence over
our outer environment, our experience and the experience we provide others.

So, I think I just wanted to preframe with that a little bit, because once you understand that,
once you understand that it's not just some woo-woo, it doesn't matter if you believe in
spirit or soul, so to speak, we all have this electrical aura. And so soul science, when I talk
about this, it's the evidence and the demonstration of the influence that this unseen
energy, you can't see it with your eyes has over human behavior. And it's hard for some
people to consider this, but even sound, you can't see sound, but if you hear a loud bang, it
has all of your attention and it has captivated your full focus. And in a similar way, there's a
lot of unseen energy, energy from the stars that cause most earth and other people that
affect us. And does a fish know it lives in water? It's the question I really love to ask people,
Tom, does a fish know it lives in water? Well, I can't communicate with fish, so I don't know
the answer, but I'm assuming because a fish is born in water and they travel through it,
unless they leave it, they don't know that they live in water. That's what they breathe for
their oxygen. In a similar sense, we can't survive in outer space. And even though our
human eyes can't see it right now, we do have scientific equipment. For the audience
members listening, if you just Google Kirlian photography, K-I-R-L-I-A-N. you can see an
image of a hand or an apple or a leaf or an inanimate object like a rock and you can see
there's signature of electricity being transmitted from every single living, organic, and
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non-living substance and material on the planet. And so whether it's cosmic, whether that's
the emotional energy that's influenced, there is electromagnetic influence that's toxic and
negative from our cell phones and our wifi signals. We live in an ocean of energy. And when
you understand that you're both a transmitter and a receiver, then it starts to make more
sense that it's important to understand how to A, protect yourself and B, supercharge your
ability to hold and store more of that electrical voltage so that you have more to give away.
Especially entrepreneurs, Tom. That's why I think this is the most important message for
entrepreneurs because entrepreneurship has the highest rate of bankruptcy, the highest
rate of divorce, the highest rate of depression, why? It takes massive energy to run a
business or to manage a family or to take care of big world problems. And so income
doesn't determine happiness, energy exceeds everything. And I know in my own life and
many of the people that I've helped, I thought I was broken because I knew what to do, I
had the skills, but I didn't know how to focus and I didn't know how to discipline my own
energy and the thoughts and the feelings I was having that would minimize that energy
that would then restrict my actions, it was really important for me to study those systems.
So back to what is soul science, there's a lot of work that's been done. Maslow's hierarchy of
needs is the, I think, the first great foundation for all people to understand soul science.
There is a fundamental order and sequence of natural motivation and automation to fulfill
our needs. If we're hungry, we don't have the natural motivation to go and make phone
calls to tell people happy birthday, we're just thinking about fulfilling that need.

And the same is true if we have, you know, issues going on in our relationships, it makes it
difficult to wanna go and serve society and provide contribution to orphanages and go out
and spread a world message of hope and peace when we have that need limiting us. And
so I think that's a great place to start. However, if you combine these two things, most
people overlook this Tom in this world. And I know you've had other people that you've
interviewed talk extensively about this. I watched a ton of interviews you did on last year's. If
you take Maslow's hierarchy and you pair it up with Hawkins scale of emotion, you can
almost see that is the indicator. Just like you have a cell phone charger on your phone. If
you understand that if you fulfill those lower needs, you have more energy in the battery
and allows you to charge to that next level and you have more energy in the battery, you
will stop skipping steps because you can't charge your phone skipping one percentage at a
time, it's one percentage at a time. So I would say that, you know, there's evidence in those
systems as a baseline to offer people information, to become aware of these systems of
energy, they have influence over that govern whether they're feeling powerful, courageous,
confident, and emotionally certain versus consumed by those lower emotions and
frequencies and vibrations. And so I wanna say something here, Tom, before we move on, I
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know I anchor deep and I get on some run on sentence tangents, but the truth is, you
know, we can't look at anything in the universe as an accident. If you look just at our solar
system, just for our earth not to be sucked in the sun, we have to have further planets
pulling us out. Everything's on purpose. However, knowing that we have so much free will
and control, something I watched and you interviewed Tony Robbins yesterday, he
interviewed Sophia the AI robot a few years ago and it was such a powerful and profound
statement that she said when Tony asked her, Sophia, what are the similarities and
differences between humans and robots? And she said, even though humans spend a lot
of time talking about how they have free will over their actions and control over their
behaviors, human beings and robots function almost identically because they're on a
similar programming. And the difference is humans are more objectively aware, that we
have more capability yet just like a canary let out of the cage, the pattern is to fly back in
the cage because of that lack of awareness of this outer expanse of world of energy we're a
part of. So, I know that was a long run on sense of--

Tom McCarthy
Oh is good. Something that you brought up that's really important. You mentioned Dr.
Hawkin's scale of emotions. And some people might not be aware of that, but he wrote a
book called "Power Versus Force" and then he had a couple other books too, "The Eye of the
I", I think but he was able to letting go. But he was able to quantify the energetic charge of
certain emotions based upon a scale that he used or even human beings, you know,
different levels. And I love how you talked about, like it's hard to heal, it's hard to be
successful when you are stuck in an unproductive emotional state. And talk a little bit more
about, you mentioned something about how to take on more energy, or you said that
earlier, can you go into that a little bit energetically?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, I would love to.

Tom McCarthy
And here's why it's important. If someone's trying to heal, but their energy is very low and
emotionally the charge that they are experiencing is very low, it's gonna be very hard to
heal, very hard to start a business, very hard to make money, very hard to be happy, very
hard to be in a great relationship, very hard to parent your children well. So this is a really
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important thing you're talking about, and I know people don't wanna be there, but they
also don't know how to take on more of that energy, they're stuck. So talk a little about how
they can up level their energy.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, that's a great point. Most people want more presence with the ones that matter to
them and they want more peace and more harmony in those experiences. But the truth is
our occupations, our current modern economy, and with the stimulation in the modern
world, most people at the end of the day, they give what's left of them instead of the best of
them to those people. And the same is true with your goals and your dreams. And so there's
a lot you can do. And I'm gonna skip ahead here a little bit, but ownership. This is a concept,
if you can understand this one word to begin with at the base of Maslow's hierarchy, our
fundamental physical needs, ownership. We can't go off planet and live on another planet
without these fundamental needs met. These variables must exist for us to be able to rise
up to the next level of consciousness and frequency. And the way I like to talk about this,
Tom is just imagine like a battery in your car. So forget about the cell phone, but if your
battery in your car, if we dumped out half the fluid in it, it might not have the same capacity
to hold the electrical charge required to start the car. So, ownership for most people serves
as that prime battery that allows their human container, this vehicle, this vessel to hold
more electricity, to hold more charge. And so I want people to know it's an acronym.
Ownership is an acronym for you to take and control and be the owner of your destiny, your
health destiny, your energy destiny, and it's five vital elements first, oxygen, 20% of the air
you breathe is oxygen.

If it dips below 15%, you get a headache, below 10%, you may pass out, below 5%, you got
three to five minutes to live. And yet our emotional state's govern our breathing states. If
you can master your breath, you've mastered the rest, oxygen. Second, what's the number
one way we deliver oxygen to the body? H2O, water, H2O in itself is a formula that says
hydrogen, two of those to one oxygen. So, it's a third oxygen. Every time you take a drink of
water, you are filling your body with oxygen as long as that pH, which is the oxygen level of
water is neutral or alkaline, it can't be acidic, that is the measurement of oxygen in water
pH. So oxygen, water, those are the first two fundamentals. You can't go to the moon
without oxygen and water. You also can't go to the bottom of the ocean. Nutrients, now this
is a complex conversation we could talk about for days on end, but nutrients that promote
oxygen and promote fluidity of the water in your body, transferring in your lymphatics is the
most crucial aspect of nutrition, nutrition that promotes oxygen levels at a high level. Now
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I'm not gonna go into too much detail here, but in 1931, Dr. Otto Warburg won a Nobel
Peace Prize for discovering that 90% of all human diseases, including cancer cannot exist in
an alkaline environment, an environment rich with oxygen. So if you understand that, you
can control most of your health destiny just with those first two elements and you have the
ability to inject oxygen directly into your brain through nasal breathing and a whole lot of
different techniques, nutrients. Energy, there's a only two types of energy that govern our
existence on this planet. Most people go wait, there's more than that, Jaramy. Yes, but just
starting as a generalist, we have earth energy and we have sun energy. The earth provides
this massive electric magnetic field, we have a north pole and a south pole, we live on a
gigantic electromagnet. This sends out a force field in the space that protects us from all
the harmful rays from the cosmos and especially the sun and the sun transmits energy in
the form of three primary forms, infrared, full spectrum, right? Full spectrum is 40%, that's
the light we see, infrared is 53%, and 7% is UV. And we required that exact energy to both
make the planet not a big bacterial ball and the UV helps us out, the full spectrum allows
cellular duplication, a cell in a plant, a cell in a human cannot duplicate without infrared
light present so that we require that for life. And most importantly, we can't see without full
spectrum light, although it only accounts for 40% of that spectrum that makes it through
our force field. Those two types of energy are limited in most people's lives. Since the 1930s,
we've built concrete foundations with electric Faraday cages basically with rebar and we
run electrical conduits through our walls and now we've added in wifi and cell signals. We
have effectively shielded ourselves from that natural energy.

So there's a lot of research out there scientifically on the importance of getting access to
both of those types of energy, healthy sun and healthy earth energies. So, those four to start
with oxygen, water, nutrients, and energy, just bringing those into your life in a higher
quantity, charge that battery. And the last and the most important the R is rest. Not to be
confused with sleep, not to be confused with sleep, restoration. Most people go, okay, well, I
know sleep's important. Your restoration quality when you sleep and how well you sleep is
determined by the quantity and quality of oxygen, water, the nutrients and energy that
you've provided the body, because what heals the body. I heard your amazing wife on one
of her interview say one of my favorite statements, the body heals the body, but only when
you give it the appropriate tools, building blocks, and ingredients to do so, those five alone
can increase someone's capacity charge just by fulfilling those needs, 80% of humanity lives
beneath the 200 level frequency. Just those five needs alone can move you to a natural
frequency just below that line before you've even done any work.
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Tom McCarthy
I love it.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
I know that's a little complex and there's some ending piece I'm gonna cut off for a future
training, the S, H, I, and P, but those five to start with govern our existence, Tom, and all of
our expressed energy is determined by those five alone.

Tom McCarthy
I love it. The other thing that drains a lot of energy for people is trying to be somebody
they're not. And I look back on my life and for a lot of years I was trying to fit in, trying to
make the best impression when I was around somebody and it was all good, I mean, it
worked out, but it was draining, I'd be so tired at the end of the day, versus when you're just
being yourself. Like, growing up in Montana, I don't know if you always wore a jacket with
kind of the tie die or you're a little bit more, yeah. But I mean, this is you, yeah, yeah. He's
wearing a hat, he's got his earrings in, you're just being you which is not, you know, it's not
draining that energy off you when you're just being you. And so one of the things I just
always work on when I notice myself being a little stressed, I go inside and go, all right,
what's going on? Like what am I doing? What am I thinking? What's the challenge there?
'Cause that's a signal that I gotta tap back into who I really am. And unfortunately I didn't
learn it until later in my life. You know, you've learned it much, much earlier. What does the
term souldier mean? Talk a about that. I know that's gonna be a new course and book
you've got coming out, what is a souldier? S-O-U-L souldier, not S-O-L-D-I-E-R-S. But what
does a souldier mean?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, so Tom, I think most people can relate with feeling like they've got a deeper purpose.
Even those of us that are doing amazing things and filling bank accounts and building
great memories with our family, it's beyond legacy, it's feeling like there's something you
were born for and ultimately life never moves back, it's always moving forward. And so I like
to ask people beyond that beginning statement of who you are, learning on what you are
and recognizing your soul, why are you here? What is your purpose? And it doesn't matter
where I've searched, it doesn't matter if I go look in engrams, human design, astrology,
shaman retreats, it doesn't matter what rock I look under, they all say the same thing that
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none of us are here on accident. And so there's a feeling that most people can relate to and
that's what matters, Tom. Most people spend their whole life trying to figure out why
they're here and what their purpose is. But when you can ask the question, why am I here?
And simply to just feel conviction in the answer that I am here on purpose, it fills you with a
mission, it fills you with an inspiration that you're here on an operation to do something
specific and most often for me it's, what does a soldier and a warrior in culture exist for to
begin with? To protect and to provide safety and comfort, but also to fight falsehood and
provide a longevity of community and culture to prescribe and subscribe to higher values
and higher standards. And without that order of justice, I don't believe our purpose as a
collective can be fulfilled. So what it means to be a soldier is to live in the awareness that
you are not your thoughts. You are not the emotions that influence your behaviors, that you
are the electrical inhabitant with infinite control over your agency, your decision making,
your choices and that you are here for a specific and unique purpose. There are people that
can only hear your voice, there are people praying right now to whoever their God is and
whatever problems they have, there's people that are only gonna hear your song.

And if you can accept that, that's what it means to be a souldier is to surrender to your
calling, to your mission, to a higher purpose, that you are not here on accident, that you're
here on purpose and regardless of, you know, whatever signature is signed at the bottom of
some engram, that says what you're supposed to do, that the greatest form and function of
that is that you are the electrical inhabitant, you are the light you can't see with the eyes.
You have the ability to go out in the world today and silently without telling another worldly
soul express that energy and bring that light into the world and that's the number one way
we fight darkness. So I'll just close it out with this little concept, Tom, 'cause a lot of people
go, well, souldier, that's a little aggressive, a little over assertive, Jaramy, we don't need more
violence in the world. No, there's a deep desire to have more peace in the world. And
ultimately Mother Teresa was asked in the '70s if she would March against the Vietnam War
and her answer was an absolute, no, I will not march against the war. And they said, what?
Are you for the war then Mother Teresa? She said, absolutely not. However, the day you
have a march for peace, I will lead that march. And that's what being a soldier is about. It's
about recognizing the truth, that between our thoughts and between our emotions inside
of all of us, no matter what level of living we're at or lifestyle, that there is an always
occurring resistance and war between our thoughts, our feelings, and the soul's desires
being expressed in the world and that's what it means to be a souldier, to live by a creed of
honoring your body, disciplining your mind, nurturing your emotions to then have the
capacity to go serve your society, which is a byproduct, expand your prosperity. It gives you
more agency to shine your soul in the world at a much bigger level.
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Tom McCarthy
Yeah, no, I love it. And the word that kept coming to me as you were talking is courage.
Have the courage to really be true to who you are and not to conform or not to buy into the
limitations that other people might want to impose upon you or that society might want to
impose upon you because you're so far greater than that. I love that, I love that. I can't wait
for that book to come out, that's gonna be amazing. When will that book be coming out by
the way?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
In June "Soul War Survival Guide" comes out.

Tom McCarthy
Okay, awesome. And can people find it yet or do they just have to follow you on social
media or?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
It's been private, the only way we've offered it was a private NFT launch to people that came
to one of our live events. Sometime in mid April, I will start posting the pre-launch. So if you
wanna follow me on Instagram at @jaramyeugenewilson, that's J-A-R-A-M-Y-E-U-G-E-N-E
Wilson, they'll be able to see my stories and I'll be posting little hints.

Tom McCarthy
Awesome, so follow Jaramy on his Instagram, you'll get a lot of great content from him. You
can see he is an original, he's a guy that's gonna go all out out and also you'll learn about his
book coming up and when it's gonna be coming up so you can get it 'cause I know you're
gonna love this topic. Hey, let's kind of close out by talking about intuition a little bit. So,
everybody has the ability to be intuitive. As a matter of fact, in the summit, I've interviewed
several, you know, fourth generation intuitives Donna Eden, she had other people that were
intuitives in her family, Tina Zion, who is a medical intuitive, but she's like a fourth
generation and well, you know what they tell me? They say that babies are born with the
ability to see things in the non-physical, to hear things. And then what happens is we
parent them out of it. Like, no you don't have, you're not talking to anybody, what are you
crazy? And so we unlearn what we come into, talk about intuition and maybe how we can
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tap back into it 'cause we were born to be intuitive and yet so many people have lost that
ability, at least temporarily by buying into the only thing you can trust is what you can
touch and feel.

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, this is a profound, this is my favorite conversation. And I just wanna warn your
audience that I get a little passionate when I talk about this, this is why I'm here. And a lot of
what I'm writing my book about is with the motive of solving some of this problem. So I'm
gonna combine some of why we're in the age of intuition and then talk about what you just
ask, the age of intuition. Look, intuition's been around a long time, it's not a new word, it
used to just be you used by the select hippies in woo-woo that didn't make much money,
let's be real. And now it's become mainstream where it is widely accepted. There's a lot of
scientific evidence to prove it and you can use it to make a lot more money. However, the
reason that we have accelerated out of the age of industry and out of the age of
information so quickly, at a dramatic compounding scale into the age of intuition is
because of media. And now social media, advertising and marketing. People pay a lot of
money and put a lot of energy in time into acquiring an audience and buyers and users and
in that there's a lot of lies, Tom. We've been lied to by every authority figure across the
planet for a long time. This isn't unique to our culture, the government, less and less people
trust the government, less and less people trust police, less and less people trust doctors,
less and less people trust the wealthy because most of them are appointed in some way by
themselves.

And so because of that, you know, we've developed some culture that's a little bit
anti-authority and because we've been lied to about the next best thing and the latest and
the greatest so long that people have developed a natural sensory reaction to that that's
accelerated are already existing intuition capacities. And so beyond the five senses of what
we're seeing and what we're hearing from these authority figures, now in the modern
world, people are waking up and it's created this woke culture where people are leveraging
Maslows. People are studying NLP to know when someone's selling their brain and hitting
those hook triggers. People understand that there's cognitive biases and cognitive
dissonances and that what you and I sense and really feel can be influenced. But most
people have become human lie detectors, Tom, that's really why we live in the age of
intuition. Most people have developed a knows that knows. There's a lot of different types of
intuition, we'll share that for another episode, but there's gut response, there's emotional of
clarity, there's a lot of different types, but coming back to children, I had to preframe that
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before I get carried away, coming back to children, yes. When a human is born, we are all
born more similar than we are different. We're born with 33 vertebrae connecting a set of
nerves in our body and we're connected with a left and right brain that is functioning
together presently at the same time where both sides of the brain can fire at once. And
what happens back to parents and government and social conditioning and all of the
authority figures telling us who need to be. So then people try and become these little
compartmentalized people around everyone that's different than them. What happens is a
natural resistance, a natural breaking through. So back to my point, children, when they're
born, both of their left brain and their right brain functions are firing. And for the audience
that isn't familiar, your left brain is responsible for math and the physical and form and
function and movement and measurement, and the right brain is responsible for creativity
and experience of sensory input and joy and most of our emotional experience. And so by
the age of six to 12, Tom, there's so much research out there, it'll make you sick, it's
accelerated. It used to be age 17, 18 because of those roles and identities, people kind of fell
into the values of their family a little closer. Now there's such a separation because of social
media. People are seeking primary groups, they're seeking an identity outside their
immediate circle that they are looking for things to tie their identity to. And so they're
creating limitation early on and they're putting little, I call it signs on the doors. They go
down these neuro pathways of thought and they just put a sign up on that door that says,
nope, this is how it is, that's the limit.

And slowly the right brain starts having less and less and less capacity in it until sometime
between age six and 12 now, which is 10 years sooner than it was 20 years ago, the left and
right hemisphere stop operating unified and they start operating independent of one
another. And that's why you see so many children in the modern world just disconnected
like robots. And so many people not present with eye contact and their breath and the
presence of the outside world and their senses in this moment because it's now affecting
children that are being raised disconnected. And to shortcut this, that nervous system we're
born with, there's a vagus nerve for those of that aren't familiar with it. It's one of the core
wires inside our body that transfers electricity between the heart, the brain, and the gut.
That system is wired in that functions with our left brain and when we feel comfort and
survival and safety, that part of our nervous system develops, our right brain develops more
curiosity, we're not in limit. And the average age a child is separated from their mother in
our culture now is six weeks, Tom, where they're outside of that auric field of their mother.
They're no longer being influenced and now their left brain is functioning independently.
So, if the audience is listening, some great ways to study this right now is the nine
intelligences theory, you can raise children, you can reprogram your mind because not only
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is it happening to children, but it's happening to all of us, just from navigation, our phone, I
know we've talked about this. There's part of the brain, little of the brain where we used to
store maps. We used to have literally virtual maps inside our head and we'd be paying
attention to north, south, east and west of where we were. And we'd be storing that
knowledge subconsciously all the time in our head. And we were putting electricity there
and just like an apple on the tree when water runs to that apple down the stem, the apple
grows. Well, when we cut off the source of electricity and the source of water so the apple
falls from the tree, and that's what's happened in that part of our brain. And in 20 years of
navigation usage, we've reduced the need for that part of our brain. and we reduced the
electrical capacity. Well, that's one example and the same is happening with chambers of
the heart and the nerves in our body. We are reducing our ability to store and express
energy. And so yes, it can be turned around and yes, children do have that ability. And also I
have children, Tom. And I would love to come on another episode or a podcast where I can
talk about that because my children have been a science experiment and you can measure
your left and right hemisphere dynamics, and you can both correct for adults, it's much
harder, takes a little longer than it does children.

However, if you're aware of these principles of neuroplasticity and left and right brain
function, you can accelerate dramatically your ability to tap into intuition, tap into the facts
beyond the logic and evidence you're looking for in the physical world and begin to sense
with those areas of the brain that have been diminished and increase in the capacitor, the
electrical charge. And you'll start to have signals and signs and affirmation and
confirmation quickly. But I do wanna add one thing. It is super important, Tom, that people
understand the importance of getting in nature and cleansing and clearing their energy
and also protecting themselves from the harmful energies like wifi, turn your router off at
night when you go to bed, don't overstimulate your left brain by scrolling the newsfeed, the
average person scrolls the Empire State Building on the newsfeed every day, because those
are the biggest detriments to your intuition. Those are the things that slow down your
ability to both serve the people that you can serve and expand your life as well as have the
opportunities to be more present with the joy in your own life.

Tom McCarthy
So, to increase intuition, get out in nature more you're saying, okay, like, feel the sunshine,
feel the breeze, maybe even hug a tree, tree is energy. So get out in nature, you said, be very
careful of how much time you spend on technology. That's something that's really
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important because the go-to behavior for downtime is to get on a phone and I even
noticed myself doing it justifying well, yeah, I need to check, you know, what my
investments are doing today or whatever it might be. But now what I do is if I, and I still do
some of that, like, I'm not gonna lie, but now if I have some downtime, that's not my
immediate go to like, okay, I can sit here and just feel myself in my body or I can meditate or
I can go outside and look, you know, with my eyes closed just feel the sun's light, I did that
just yesterday. So there's lots of other things that are really cool, not just for developing
intuition, but just for making us healthier and happier. Anything else to develop intuition
that you would say any other one or two tips?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, if I could just run for a few more minutes, I'll anchor because everything I've talked
about to this point and what most people require where they're gonna have the most
benefit is in the universal soul sciences. That's the systems of Maslows and Hawkin scale
and what that is, that's the areas where we're objectively the same, where we do not have
differences. On the other side, we have the specialized or the individualized soul sciences.
And that's where we get into genetic personality systems. And without going too in depth
with that, each human's born with 33 vertebrae in their spine and sitting nicely between
those vertebrae are 32 central nerves. And when you're born the exchange of energy with
the outer cosmos and the environment you live in determines how you exchange energy
uniquely as you has nothing to do with your parents. You were born from the stars as much
as you were born from a human body. And what I mean by that is there's electrical
occurrences that affect us. And if you just picture that energy ocean we live in, there's only
64 tributaries that affect us. We have 64 nerve endings in that system. There's 64 codons in
a stranded DNA.

If you know what a stranded DNA looks like, it's a ladder that's been twisted. There's 64
steps on there and there's a unique combination of amino acids. Those amino acid
expressions are determined by the electrical signature when you're born and inside the
body, there's nine areas where our nerves collect and each person has a unique
combination of how those nerves interact with each other and whether those nerves
collect are transmitting, sending energy out or receiving energy. Me, Tom, I have four of
nine of those centers open, and three of 'em happen to be the core empathy center. So I
take on a tremendous amount of emotional energy and feeling energy and mirroring other
people's breathing patterns and things like that and each one of those is his own fine tuned
gauge, right? It's like flying a plane in the dark, you have gauges. And so every single person
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has their own genetic destiny, their own genetic blueprint, where you can discover your
own unique intuition. About half the world is gut response, about half the world and the
number one way to gauge that is primal sacral sounds, it's the first noises in sound, if a baby
is born in their sake of response intuitive, that's called gut response, their first noises of
response are aha and uhu, they don't say yes and no. And that's your intuition if you gut
response, it's aha or uhu and you can feel it, but it's in real time. And it might be the
opposite of everything logic is telling you, it's tightness literally in the gut versus that's what
I am, I'm gut response intuitive, my wife is an emotional clarity intuitive. She doesn't know
her ultimate truth in the moment. She knows hers when she waits. If she gives herself time
to process her mental and her emotional, we call it the train passing, Tom. So, those are the
two primary types. In the train passing type, imagine you're driving your car and you got
somewhere to go and you see the path in front of you and then the train arm comes down
and here comes the train in front of you, right? We'll imagine there's graffiti on the side of
the trains that come by. One says, angry, one says, scared. You're not gonna make a really
good decision sitting there being impatient about the train. Most people what they do
when discomfort shows up and their emotional clarity intuitive is they try to go over the
train, under the train, they try to beat the train, get ahead of the train, but if they just
surrender to the process, it either becomes a heck yeah, or a heck no, or a not now.

And you can feel which box that decision fits in and it makes it much easier to make
decisions. So, as far as intuition is concerned, we have both that universal and that
individualized and there's a lot of different nuances in it. But knowing this about yourself,
about your children, about your team members, knowing the differences of how humans
operate can allow you to A, accept the people that are different from you, most importantly,
the piece you brought up on this call that I wanna just say thank you for acknowledging is
the ability for me and my own life to accept who I am. And I had invested millions of dollars,
Tom at very, very confusing levels. I believe something was wrong with me because I
learned from a whole bunch of different mentors that told me what I should do, but they
told me what they would do, not what I should do. And so a lot of times, if you are a fish
trying to climb a tree, you're blaming yourself. If you are an eagle trying to swim, you're
blaming yourself. And so most importantly, I believe that fundamentally, most human
beings don't like parts of themselves and this allows us to identify our genuine strengths,
be able to see them in real time, growing more confident, more certainty, and starving our
weaknesses and putting people in, you know, just like in business with EMyth in our lives
that can offset that without having to feel the guilt and the shame and absolutely amplify
our collective energy signature. So, I hope that answers the question.
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Tom McCarthy
That's awesome, what a great philosophy. You are such an amazing human being. I'm so
glad that everyone's getting a chance to experience you today. Any final thoughts that
you'd like to leave everyone watching here with?

Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Yeah, you know, I didn't go into soul contracts, I didn't go into too much depth of the actual
soul GPS, but just like a piano, if you type three notes on a piano bump, bump, bump, you
feel a little better, you type three downhill bump, bump, bump. You can feel that sound
influences our emotions, Tom. And so the thing I wanna leave you guys with, every single
minor detail in your behavior from the tone of your voice, the presence in your eyes, the
feelings in your heart as you share your message, it all affects people at such a dramatic
level that I want your listeners to understand that genuinely, without exception, you have
access to endless power and you are able and capable and responsible and the only person
that can be accountable to influencing that internal mechanism of generating more
energy in any moment, and you can move yourself out of limitation and into curiosity by
asking the question, what am I? I'm a soul. Why am I here? On purpose. How can I bring
more light in the world, even in your darkest moments. And those are the moments that
matter most, Tom. So the listeners out there, maybe you're starting out, or maybe you've
been in the journey a while, and you've got a lot of different things you're doing, or maybe
you've been in this game a long time. The most important thing for everyone to
understand is where you direct your energy is where you end up in life and when you put
light out into the world, money, love, relationships, freedom and fulfillment follows you like
wake behind a ship. So my advice is the next time you're caught up here in your thoughts,
or you get lost in the sea of chaos and emotions, that's a part of being human, remember
that the path to being superhuman is to recognize your humanness, recognize your
capacity of agency to right now hold more light, be that light and go shine on in this world,
Tom. That's what I would leave you with today.

Tom McCarthy
Well, in essence you do, you're a great role model for that, you're shining the light, a big,
huge light out into the world that a lot of people are benefiting from. Everybody makes
sure you follow Jaramy on Instagram @jaramy and it's not JE it's J-A-R-M-Y and then
Eugene Wilson. So @jaramyeugenewilson make sure you look the full name, follow him,
and definitely pick the book up when it comes out, it's gonna be amazing. I can't wait to
read it. Jaramy, thanks so much for being on with us.
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Jaramy Eugene Wilson
Thank you, Tom. I'm so excited and thank you for the opportunity, I appreciate you. I can't
express my gratitude enough for our friendship, our connection and the opportunity to
share with your listeners today.


